
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

The History of the Church (Wks 1-10

Students in Stage Three wonder how the Church began, the role of

Sacred Scripture and the first Judeo-Christian leaders.

Transformative learning articulates ongoing Tradition and how the

Early Church, through Ecumenical Councils, relates to today.

Enduring understanding awakens students to the importance of

Tradition for understanding being Church.

We Believe: We believe that God is present and listens to our prayers.

We Celebrate: Mass is a place of reverence and worship.

We Live: Through prayer we grow closer to God.

We Pray:Through prayer we can be joined to others in the community.

ENGLISH

Reading & Viewing of complex texts

● Modelled Reading of a variety of complex texts that are either

Imaginative, Persuasive and/ or Informative.

● Guiding Reading- Small ability groups focusing on a specific

comprehension strategy such as predicting, activating prior

knowledge, making connections, summarising, synthesising,

evaluating, visualising and/or inferring

● Students independently read books from their choice of genre

Writing & Representing – Creating texts with a specific purpose and

audience in mind. When composing texts students learn about

structure, language features, spelling strategies, punctuation,

grammar and vocabulary of Informative, Imaginative and Persuasive

texts.

Speaking & Listening: Daily Purposeful Talk through think, pair,

share activities, oral retells, grand conversations and class

discussions.

CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Year 5
Term 2 2019

5Blue - Mrs Coco,
5Yellow - Mrs Fernandes,

5Green - Mr Meoli

CREATIVE ARTS

Visual Arts with Mrs Hoyle on Thursdays
● Japanese Koi Fish

Sketching with curved lines. Watercolour

painting techniques.

● Colour Theory - The use of colour

schematics and how different colours make

us feel when viewing artworks.

Music/Drama/Dance with Mrs Boatfield on a
Thursday.
Notates and discusses interests in musical concepts

related to the instruments of the orchestra.

Responds critically to and interprets dramatic

experiences based on instrument investigations.

Explores, selects and combines movement skills in

response to given musical stimulus.

LIBRARY BORROWING is on a Thursday

MATHEMATICS

The children will complete a number of open-ended tasks from the

following strands in Mathematics:

Number: Addition & Subtraction- Selects & applies appropriate strategies

for addition & subtraction with counting numbers of any size; Multiplication

& Division-selects & applies appropriate strategies for multiplication &

division, and applies the order of operations to calculations involving more

than one operation; Patterns & Algebra- analyses and creates geometric

and number patterns, constructs and completes number sentences, and

locates points on the Cartesian plane.

Measurement: Area- measures, records, compares and estimates areas

using square centimetres and square metres; Position- locates and

describes position on maps using a grid-reference system; 2D/Angles-

manipulates, classifies & draws 2D shapes, including equilateral, isosceles

and scalene triangles & describes their properties. Measures and

constructs angles & applies angle relationships to find unknown angles;

Mass- selects & uses the appropriate unit and device to measure the

masses of objects, and converts between units of mass.

Working Mathematically: Questioning, Communicating, Applying,

Reasoning and Reflecting.

During lessons, students will start with a warm up, they will investigate a

problem, are taught solutions and concepts explicitly and will finish with a

reflection regarding the concepts taught.

GEOGRAPHY/ HISTORY

By the end of Stage 3, students describe and explain the significance of

people, groups, places and events to the development of the Australian

colonies and then Australia as a nation. They describe and explain different

experiences of people living in the Australian colonies and then in Australia

as a nation. Students identify change and continuity and describe the

causes and effects of change in Australian society. Students explore the

factors that led to Federation and trace experiences of democracy and

citizenship over time, including the struggles of various groups for rights

and freedoms including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

Students engage with global connections through stories of various migrant

groups and their contribution to Australia’s economic and social

development.

PDHPE

Health - Continuation of the “Called to make a difference’ unit where

the students are learning the school expectations of being a Safe,

Respectful, Learner

PE with Miss Dann on Thursdays
PE - Grade Sport with a focus on building relationships and working

as a team.

SPORTS UNIFORMS are to be worn by all Year 5 students on

Thursdays for Grade Sport




